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Abstract
We present the development of a novel method for the automatic determination of a spatial spine
curve based on the measured 3D shape of the human back (automatic curve) with the 3D laser
profilometer. The measuring system is based on a line laser triangulation, its measuring range at the
distance of 1 m is 300×700×500 mm, the measurement takes about 10 seconds and the single point
measurement accuracy is 0.1 mm. The method allows us to compare an automatically determined
spatial spine curve with a spatial curve, determined by the physician (reference curve) with the method
of root mean square deviation (RMSD) in the frontal and sagittal plane. To validate the method both
automatic and reference curve were compared on one subject in three different upright postures with
arms in positions: 1. arms released beside the body, 2. upper arm in the horizontal position and
forearm in vertical position upwards, 3. arms vertically at full stretch upwards. The results showed that
the repeatability of the presented method for all three postures in the frontal and sagittal planes was
0.9 mm and 0.2 mm, respectively, thus allowing to assess a valid quantitative analysis of spine curve
course on the surface of the human back regardless of the human upright posture.
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1. Introduction
Laser measuring systems are becoming more and more widespread in industry and medicine.
Especially in medicine, the occurrence of advanced therapies increases the need for non-contact,
mobile, robust, accurate, effective and non-invasive measuring systems, which present minimal level
of psychophysical stress for the patient [1, 2]. This kind of metrology promises a possible avoidance of
using invasive radiographic imaging methods, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
radiography (X-rays, CT). Currently, in modern medical practice there are often used numerous
invasive and demanding psychophysical diagnostics [3-5].
As a result of the aforementioned disadvantages, we present a method that has a possibility of
non-contact, accurate, quick and non-invasive 3D image acquisition of the human torsos with
developed scoliosis as well as evaluation of the patient's body posture with the custom designed
software. Incorrect posture is one of the reasons for a number of pathological conditions, for example
scoliosis [6]. It is an abnormal 3D curvature of the vertebral column, manifested by elemental
deformities in the three main anatomical planes: lateral curvature in frontal, anteroposterior deviation in
sagittal, and vertebral axial rotation in the transverse plane [7, 8].
During human evolution the upright posture required adjustments of the spine, which is why the
so-called double “S” shaped sagittal curvatures have developed. An anatomical expression of the
curvatures is just one of the measures for a correct body posture in clinical assessment [9]. Physicians
often try to determine the expression of the curvatures, which is often prone to subjective judgment of
the particular physician. In addition to clinical assessments it is also important to quantitatively assess
the curvatures using one of the imaging methods. For instance, radiographic imaging method is most
accurate though, but it is known to be harmful to patients due to its cumulative effect of ionizing
radiation [10]. Moreover, the MRI imaging method despite its accuracy is known to be expensive and
hardly available [11]. Consequently, much efforts have been focused on alternative measuring
methods for the spine curvatures assessment. A vast number of torso surface measurement methods
are used in clinical assessment, most commonly mechanical methods such as the DeBrunner
kyphometer [12], “Flexicurve ruler” [13], Gravity goniometer or inclinometer [14] and Myrin inclinometer
[15], and optical imaging methods such as raster stereography [16], Moiré topography [17] and laser
triangulation [7]. The latter method, which was used in the research presented in this paper, presents a
completely non-invasive way of 2D and 3D acquisition of the patient’s back and further analysis of the
3D surface of the body.
Thus, we propose a new, noninvasive and quick method for the automatic spatial determination of the
spine curve of thoracic and lumbar spine based on the 3D shape measurement of the human torsos
with developed scoliosis. Special emphasis in this paper is placed firstly on validation of the presented
method by manual determination of the spine curve, and secondly on repeatability assessment of
three different human upright postures
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2. Methods
The main objective of the 3D analysis was to automatically obtain spatial curve (automatic curve) of
thoracic and lumbar spine based on the 3D shape measurement of the human torso. The newly
developed algorithms allow us to analyze spine curves in the frontal (X-Y) and sagittal (X-Z)
anatomical planes (Fig. 1). For the purpose of method validation, the manual determination of the
spine curve (reference curve) on patient was carried out by palpation of the thoracic and lumbar
spinous processes which were marked on the skin with a dark alcohol marker. An example of marked
human back is shown in Fig. 3a. According to data in [18], the accuracy of palpation in the thoracic and
lumbar spine zones was found to be 9.8 mm.
Special attention was placed to repeatability assessment of three different human upright postures.
The repeatability assessment was made due to patient’s postural sway movements since average
acquisition time of the back is about 10 seconds. This assessment also passed us an important
information about the course of the spine curve, because different upright postures activate different
muscles and and consequently there are notable differences on the relief of the back.
A clinically confirmed healthy male subject (age 54, height 167 cm, body mass index 20.4) was
scanned using the 3D laser profilometer ten times per each posture. The measurement protocol was
as follows: subject was measured in the upright standing posture. During each measurement the
subject was leaning against foam attached to the wall and held his breath. The number of consecutive
measurements for each posture is 10. The subject had his arms in three different positions:
 Posture 1: arms released beside the body
 Posture 2: upper arm in the horizontal position, forearm in vertical position upwards
 Posture 3: arms vertically at full stretch upwards
All measurements were performed at the University Medical Centre Maribor. The National Medical
Ethics Committee of the Republic of Slovenia made a positive declaration and approved the realization
of the presented research.

2.1. Measuring system
Three-dimensional measurements were performed using the 3D laser profilometer that is based on the
translational scanning of a laser line across the measuring area. The principle of the measuring system
is 3D laser triangulation [19]. A laser line projector generates one laser plane that is directed to the
human back. The intersection of the laser plane with the measured surface presents an intersection
curve, which is curved in accordance to the shape of the measured surface due to the known distance
between the camera and laser projector P and their mutual angle θ. The position of the intersection
curve in 3D space could then be calculated using the triangulation method. The principle of the laser
triangulation is shown in Fig.1.

Fig. 1. Measuring system scheme.
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Two fundamental elements of the system are a grayscale camera and a laser line projector, as shown
in Fig. 2. The camera (A301f, Basler, Ahrensburg, Germany) has a ½˝ CCD image sensor, a resolution
of 658 x 494 pixels and a maximum frequency of video acquisition of 80 Hz. The connection between
the camera and PC was established via the FireWire bus. The laser line projector, with 5 mW of power
and a wavelength (λ) of 670 nm (red), generated one laser plane. Since we wanted to capture the
human back, the assembly of the camera and laser projector had to be moved along the X direction
and simultaneously the system had to acquire profiles of the measured surface. The assembly
movement was performed using a computer-controlled linear translator (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Laser profilometer (a) for the 3D shape measurement of the human back (b).

The measurement resolution, i.e. a minimum distance between two adjacent measured profiles,
depended on the translation velocity and measurement frequency and was approximately 0.9 mm. At a
distance of 1 m the measuring range was 300 × 700 × 500 mm (width × height × depth). The accuracy
of single point measurement was 0.1 mm after the calibration [20]. The measured surface, which was
presented as an ordered point cloud, was stored after the measurement completion. Then, the
corresponding spatial (X, Y, and Z) coordinates and brightness information (in an image coordinate
system u, v) for each point of intersection curve was stored.

2.2 Measurement analysis
2.2.1 2D reference curve determination
After the region of interest (ROI) was defined, the reference curve determination was performed on a
grayscale image of the back that was previously filtered with a Gaussian convolution filter (kernel size:
7 × 7 points). The determination was based on searching of manual markings by identifying the
minimum pixel intensity along individual image rows. With the appropriate settings (intensity threshold
detection ranges from 0.08 to 0.15) the dashed reference line was determined. Gaps between
individual lines were filled with one-dimensional interpolation. Thus, a continuous 2D curve that
represents the reference curve was obtained, which shows Fig. 3b.
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Fig. 3. Marked spinous processes (a), determined 2D reference curve (b), determined 3D automatic curve (c).

2.2.2 2D automatic curve determination
For the purpose of automatic curve determination, the 3D depth image of a back was used. Therefore,
surface curvature along the Y axis was calculated from the depth image using the following equation:
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Like before, the automatic curve determination was performed by searching the extremes of curvature
along an individual image row of the calculated back surface curvature. The calculation is showed in
Fig. 4. With the appropriate settings (intensity threshold detection set to zero) a continuous 2D curve
that represents the automatic curve was obtained, which shows Fig. 3c.

Fig. 4. Calculation of the back surface curvature. Positive curvature are represented as bright areas, while negative
curvature are represented as darker areas.
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2.2.3 Extraction of spatial curves
The extraction of the spatial 3D reference and automatic curves was based on the previously detected
2D curves that were placed in an image coordinate system u, v. Thus, both reference and automatic
curves that are represented by the X, Y, Z coordinates were obtained. An example of the automatic
spatial spine curve overlying the visualized 3D shape of the back is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Automatic spatial 3D spine curve.

2.2.4 Calculation of root mean square deviation
To compare the paths of the reference and automatic spatial spine curves, the root mean square
deviation (RMSD) calculation was performed using following equations:
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where R denotes a reference curve and A denotes an automatic curve.

3. Results
The results of the reference and automatic spatial spine curve comparison for three different postures
are presented in Table 1. Based on the average RMSD values, which are calculated on the basis of 10
successive measurements per each posture, we can conclude that the posture type has a minor effect
on the overall overlapping of both curves for frontal and sagittal plane. The maximum value of the
average RMSD also did not exceed the error of palpation mentioned in previous chapter (3.36 mm <
9.8 mm). However, we assume that the existing differences between the reference and automatic
curves are due to different skin fold thickness across the subject’s back and different spine curve
expression with the positive and/or negative curvature of the back. The third reason could be the
transverse movement of the skin in regard to the vertebrae after the manual marking.
Table 1. RMSD between reference and automatic spine curves for three different postures.

Posture

RMSDAVGX-Y [mm]

AVG

Posture 1

2.66

1.16

Posture 2

2.90

1.14

Posture 3

3.36

0.76

RMSD

X-Z

[mm]

Fourth reason could be linked to patient’s postural sway movements since average acquisition time of
the back is about 10 seconds.
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The repeatability results based on 10 successive measurements for three different postures are shown
in Table 2 and Fig. 6, 7, 8. In the frontal plane a cluster of 10 lines representing the reference and
automatic curves differences ∆YM-A are shown in Figures 6-8a. A standard deviation of ∆YM-A at each X
SD
coordinate – ∆Y M-A is represented with blue curve, while the standard deviation of 10 reference curve
SD
determinations Y M is represented with the black curve in Figures 6-8b. Similarly, in the sagittal plane
a cluster of 10 lines representing the reference and automatic curves differences ∆ZM-A are shown in
Figures 6-8c. A standard deviation of ∆ZM-A at each X coordinate – ∆ZSDM-A is represented with blue
curve, while the standard deviation of 10 reference curve determinations ZSDM is represented with the
black curve in Figures 6-8b. Based on these results it can be noticed that posture variations YSD,AVGM
and ZSD,AVGM are notably higher in both the frontal and sagittal planes than the reference and automatic
curve difference variations ∆YSD,AVGM-A and ∆ZSD,AVGM-A for all three postures. We can conclude that in
both the frontal and sagittal planes, the repeatability of the spine curve differences is much better than
the repeatability of upright posture, regardless the position of the arms.
Table 2. Variation of the difference between the reference and automatic curves and average posture variations for
three different postures.

Posture

Frontal plane

Sagittal plane

∆YSD,AVGM-A [mm]

YSD,AVGM [mm]

∆ZSD,AVGM-A [mm]

ZSD,AVGM [mm]

Posture 1

0.70

5.64

0.17

4.31

Posture 2

0.75

3.78

0.10

3.67

Posture 3

1.19

7.72

0.21

2.78

∆YSDM-A
ZSDM

∆ZM-A
∆YM-A

YSDM
SD
M-A

∆Z

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 6. Repeatability results for Posture 1. The difference between the reference and automatic curves in the frontal
plane is represented by a cluster of 10 lines (a). Standard deviation of differences is represented by the blue curve
and standard deviation of 10 reference curve determinations is represented by the black curve in the frontal plane
(b). The differences between the reference and automatic curves in the sagittal plane (c). Standard deviation of
differences is represented by the blue curve and standard deviation of 10 reference curve determinations is
represented by the black curve in the sagittal plane (d). The transition between the thoracic and lumbar spine zones
is represented by the red line. Same description for the Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.
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YSDM

∆ZM-A

∆YM-A

ZSDM

∆YSDM-A
SD
M-A

∆Z

a)

d)

c)

b)

Fig. 7. Repeatability results for Posture 2.

ZSDM
∆ZM-A
∆YM-A
∆YSDM-A

∆ZSDM-A
YSDM

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 8. Repeatability results for Posture 3.

Based on these results we can say that any of the presented postures is suitable for measurement
analysis of the human back. The main difference between the presented postures is in the external
shape of the back. If we look at Fig. 9 we can see that each of the postures has differently expressed
determined automatic curves. In Fig. 9a the subject had arms released beside the body. It can be
noticed that in the thoracic spine there is a huge change of curvature, from positive to negative,
represented by the purple and turquoise blue curves. In Fig. 9b the subject had upper arm in the
horizontal position and forearm in vertical position upwards. The change of curvature can be noticed
lower than in previous case, most probable at the transition from the thoracic to lumbar part of the
spine. However, in this case the purple line shows the best agreement with the manual markings. The
purple line – automatic curve in Fig. 9c, when the subject had arms vertically at full stretch upwards,
shows similar anomaly in the transition part of the spine, but in the thoracic part there is again a
notable slight change in curvature. The purple line turns away from manual markings, while the
turquois blue line is short, but has very good agreement with the manual marking. To conclude the
observations from the Figure 9 and all previous results, we can say that there are not huge differences
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between the presented upright postures. We assume that every posture shows slightly different
automatic spine curve not only for one subject. If we compare randomly chosen subjects in same
position, every subject will show differently expressed relief of the back due to a different physical
condition. However, according to 3-D scanning methodologies for internationally compatible
anthropometric databases (ISO 20685:2010) that define four standard positions of the subject for
obtaining reliable data, we propose the Posture 1 in which the subject was in standing upright posture
with arms placed by the body as a recommended posture for 3D acquisitions of the human back. The
Posture 1 is very similar to Standing position A defined in the aforementioned standard as: “The head
is in the Frankfurt plane; the long axes of the feet should be parallel to one another and 200 mm apart;
the upper arms are abducted to form a 20° angle with the sides of the torso, and the elbows are
straight; the palms face backward, and the subject is breathing quietly. This position may be used for
obtaining circumferences of the upper and lower limbs” (CEN national Members, 2010, p.14).

Fig. 9. Differently expressed determined automatic spine curves for three different human upright postures: Posture
1 (a), 2 (b) and 3 (c). Purple lines represent positive curvature, while turquoise blue lines represent negative
curvature.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a new, non-invasive, quick and accurate method for the 3D acquisition of the
human back and automatic determination of human spine curve. Three-dimensional measurements of
the backs were performed using the 3D laser profilometer with the single point measurement accuracy
0.1 mm. The measurement took about 10 seconds.
Both static human upright posture as well as dynamic movements of the torso are subjected to specific
curvatures and motion ability of the spine, which we wanted to quantify. A 3D acquisition of the back
surface with many bulges and dips and measurement analysis of the acquired surface determined the
line, where skin overlaid tips of the spinous processes. Although the human body is approximately
symmetrical, there are several differences between the left and right side of the back, which are highly
emphasized by some pathological conditions, for instance scoliosis. The 3D shape of the back is also
influenced by different posture of the upper limbs. When torso in normal standing posture is being
observed, arms are released beside the body. Raising upper limbs alters the anatomy of the back
surface due to changes of sagittal curvatures of the spine, movements of the shoulder blade and
activation of the dorsal subcutaneous muscles. In the presented study the automatic determination of
the spinous processes path was conducted for three human upright postures. Comparison of
automatically determined spine curve with reference spine curve, based on the palpatory
determination of spinous processes, showed typical differences in the frontal and sagittal planes as
3.00 mm and 1.00 mm, respectively.
The results of measurement analysis showed that the repeatability of the presented algorithms in the
frontal and sagittal planes were 0.9 mm and 0.2 mm, respectively. Therefore, we can say that the
method of laser triangulation, upgraded with the presented algorithms, allows us a valid quantitative
analysis of spine curve course on the surface of the human back regardless of the human upright
posture.
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